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Kennedy hears testimony on health care
Senator Edward Kennedy (D-Mass) was at
UCSF Monday, May 17 to hear testimony from
a variety of witnesses on the national health

care situation.
At the one-day hearing in San Francisco, as

at previous hearings throughout the country,
Kennedy was told of indifference of doctors
toward patients, sky-high hospital costs, and
below-par medical practices.
As chairman of the Senate Subcommittee
on Health, Kennedy has proposed a national
health care plan which would be financed by
employee and employer contributions as with
Social Security.
Dr. Roberta F. Fenlon. president of the California Medical Association with a membership
of 25,000, agreed that the very personal testimony from-among-others, a Palo Alto police-

man, an Oakland housewife, and a social
worker was most depressing but had a different point of view.
Despite bitter laughter, Dr. Fenlon maintained that "no other country in the world has
the health care of our United States."
Dr. Fenlon said that rather than create another governmental bureacracy, the present
system should be extended to include those
who for various reasons are now excluded.
She said the best way to do this is through
existing private health insurance programs.
Among testimony early in the day, a UCSF
medical student told how the high cost of
medical education is contributing to seriously
inadequate health care for the poor by keeping minority students from returning to their
own communities to work.
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More than 200 UCSF students, employees, and administrators attended the one-day hearing.

Senator Edward X ,nedy listens intently to testimony
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The reniassance of interest in family practice
which is being demonstratedamong todays medical students, health planners, legislators and the
public, is now placing new responsibility of our
medical schools to respond to the critical need
for more family physicians. The result is a new
interface between family practice and the medical schools which has not existed to any great
extent in the past. This interface will require high
levels of cooperation, mutual understanding and
common purpose if attractive training programs
in family practice are to be developed.
This article will attempt to focus on this interface, and in particular will address itself to four
areas:
1. The medical school setting as it relates to family
practice.
2. The definition of family medicine as an academic discipline.
3. Organizational approaches to family practice in medical schools.
4. The role of the Stateand local chapters of
the Academy of General practice in program development.

ly practice was recognized as a specialty, divisions or departments offamily practice have
been started in 30 of the nation's 101 medical
schools. Family practice programs are under
consideration by a number ofother schools.
Program development is understandably a difficult process. Among the many issues which are
involved, perhaps the most important is the definition offamily medicine itself.
Family Medicine as an
Academic Disipline
As any new field is taken on by a medical
school for development, the first and most basic
question is how that field can be defined as an
academic discipline. A distinguishable body of
knowledge must be defined for each field, together with its unique field of action and active area
ofresearch.
It is generally agreed that "family medicine" is
the decipline which is required and applied by the

In addition, there are powerful trends outside
of medical schools themselves which are exerting
strong pressure in favor of family practice.
Among these are thefollowing:
1. Growing void in the number of physicians
trained and interested in primary care.
2. Increasing fragmentation and depersonalization ofhealth care.
3. Increasing cost of inefficient and uncoordinated health care services.
4. Increasing emphasis on accessibility
and comprehensiveness of health care
fora growing population.
The recognition by the AMA in 1969 of family practice as our 20th specialty, together with
the Mil I is, Willard and Folsom reports of 1966,
provide strong support for today's medical students' increased interest in family practice as a
major approach to many ofthe present problems
in the health care delivery system. The burden is
now on the medical schools to develop quality
training programs which will attract sufficient
students into this field.
But there are a number of problems which
immediately present themselves as medical
schools attempt to develop family practice programs. Among these are the following:
I. The University's lack of experience with primary care of unselected patients.
2. The lack of family physicians on medical
school facilities.
3. Lack of funding for new programs.
4. Lack of adequate support from other
departments for family practice.
5. Organizational inertia.
6. Lack of adequate understanding
of family practice as a field, and of
family medicine as a discipline.
Despite these problems, there is c6nsiderable
progress in this area. In the two years since fami-

Among the various ways in whichfamily practice training can be approached by medical
schools, three possibilities will be mentioned.
1. TheFamily Practice Program
Family practice programs can be developed
by medical schools without establishing formal
academic units for family practice. Two examplesare the UC (Ui vine)-Hoag memorial Hospial Family Practice program and the UC (San
Francisco)-Community Hospital of Sonoma
County Family Practice Program. The former is
an interdepartmental program, while the latter is
a program in the Division of Ambulatory and
Community Medicine.
While excellent programs can be developed in
individual community hospitals by the mechanism, it is unlikely that family practice can be vigorously developed by any medical school without
a more formal academic base (i.c a Department

FAMILY PRACTICE
AND THE MEDICAL SCHOOL

Today's Medical School Setting
Medical education is now undergoing considerable re-evaluation and evolution as it attempts
to deal with both an explosion ofmedical knowledge and our increasing problems of delivery of
health care services. Traditional undergraduate
medical education is in particular flux.
There are a number of current trends in medical education which favors the vigorous development offamily practice:
1. Increasing interest in family practice by today's
medical students (commonly one-fourth to onethird of each class).
2. Increasing student enrollment, with greater
emphasis on admission policies which bring
students from more diverse backgrounds into
medicine.
3. Earlier clinical exposure during medical
school.
4. Increasing decentralization of clinical
teaching, with greater use ofcommunity
hospital clerkships and 'preceptorships
withpracticing physicians.
5. Increasing amount of elective time
(enter senior year now being elective in
many medical schools).

Organizational Approaches to
Family Practice by Medical Schools

By John P. Geyman, M.D.

About the Author, John P. Geyman M.D., is Director, Family
Practice Program, Community Hospital of Sonoma County
and Assistant Clinical Professor, Ambulatory and Community
Medicine University of California, San Francisco.

family physician as he does "family practice." It
is the further definition of family medicine as an
academic discipline which leads to considerable
divergence of opinion. The psychiatrist tends to
view family medicine as a behaviorial discipline.
The expert on health services delivery views the
discipline in terms of an entry point into the
health care system. Some academicians view
"family medicine" as an undergraduate field, and
"family practice" as what one learns in residency
training.
It is difficult to define precisely the discipline
of any field. For example, how do the dividing
lines of internal medicine relate to otolaryngology? Dividing lines become arbitrary and artificial. Family medicine, as the only truly "horizontal" specialty in clinical medicine, is the most difficult ofall fields in medicine to strictly define in
terms ofits distinguishable body ofknowledge.
. Despite these difficulties, family medicine can
be defined in functional terms. Family medicine
as a discipline includes that body of knowledge
and skills which the family physician applies as
he provides primary, continuing and comprehensive health care to patients and their families regardless oftheirage, sex or presenting complaint.
As a "horizontal" discipline, it shares portions of
all other clinical disciplines from which it is derived, but applies such derivative portions in a
unique and holistic way to families.

,

In addition, family medicine includes new and
incompletely developed components such as
behavioral aspects of the family in health and
disease, and its ownareas ofresearch.
It is important that family medicine be appreciated as a discipline derived from all clinical
fields of medicine if it is to be presented to medical students in a meaningful way. Undergraduate
family practice programs must expose the student to models of family physicians in a clinical
context, both in the officeand on the wards. Only
by these means can a student begin to understand
the unique way in which the family physician integrates multiple disciplines in the care of patients.
The debate involving the distinctions between
"family practice" and "general practice,'' though
now largely resolved, has drawn much interest in
the last few years. Perhaps the greater importance now is the resolution of "family medicine"
as an academic discipline in clinical terms. For it
is this definition that will shape the manner in
which family medicine is presented to undergraduate medical students, which in tern is directly
related to recruitment of studentsfor family practice as a career.

or Division of family Practice) with adequate
funding and support by the Dean and department
heads. The major pitfall with the program approach is that family practice will not be given a
fair trial as a developing specialty. It is impossible to produce enough family physicians by this
approach. At the same time medical schools do
not necessarily develop sufficient commitment to
family practice.
2. AGP Medical School
A recent issue of CALIFORNIA GP featured an article proposing a GP medical school
as an optimal way to train more family physicians. Though I agree that a medical school
should make a firm commitment to the training of
family physicians, I would oppose the idea of
separate medical schools for family physicians
for thefollowing reasong:
1. The concept for aGP medical school is not
valid.
a. The medical student must be exposed
to all specialties in clinical medicine, including
family practice,as well as basic sciences,
b. The student should likewise be exposed to
various models of patient care, including
primary, secondary and tertiary care, and
should see their interrelationships. It would
be impossible to develop a primary care
medical school withoutappropriate involvement with referral care,
c. Just as the family physician cannot practice in isolation from other specialties,
family practice training programs cannot
develop in such isolation.
2. Even if the concept of the GP medical school were valid, its development would be more than formidable.
a. High cost of development and
operation.
b. Time lag of developing
schools averaging five years
or more,
c. Existing shortage offamily
physican teachers.
3. Even if a medical school
could be developed which
devoted itself exclusively
to the training of family
physicians, it would not be
effective.
a. Inadequate output of
family physicians in
terms ofthe need.
b. Tendency towards
second-rate status
medical
among
schools.
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continued from page 2
Though I am opposed to the GP medical
school concept, some degree of future differentiation among medical schools appears
likely and logical. For example, some
schools can be expected to become strongly committed to the training offamily physicians, whereas others will place major
emphasis on other clinical areas orbiomedical research.
3. Divisions and Departments Of Family
Practice
This approach has the greatest potential
for the development of family practice
training programs of appropriate quality
and quantity. Divisions and Departments
of Family Practice must have sufficient
funding and autonomy to allow energetic
program development as well as support
from other departments and the Dean.
They should preferably be directed by a
family physician, and should contain a
strong nucleus offamily physi
I have recently made the decision to
accept a position as Chairman of the new
Division of Family Practice in the Department of Community and Family Medicine
at the University of Utah College of Medicine. The major reason for this move is that
I feel I can be more effective in a setting
.where there is already tangible proof of
greater commitment by the medical school
to family practice. The goal at the University of Utah is to develop a network offamily
practice residences in up to six affiliatehospitals as well as a model family practice
clinic in the medical school. Medical students will see a visible family practice program within the medical school, and can
gainexposure to family practice in a variety
of settings at several levels during their
undergraduate years.
Divisions or Departments of Family
Practice can provide a basefor family practice faculty in medical schools. Family
practice can be developed as a coordinated
curriculum including both undergraduate
and residency training programs.
Role of the Academy in

'
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anthropology courses to start next fall
A group has been established on the UCSF campus to
iffer courses and encourage
esearch in anthropology. With
en regular faculty memberslome anthropologists and some
vlD's with strong anthropologcal interests—the Graduate
liroup in Anthropology will
>egin the 1971-72 academic
/ear offering courses in medi:al anthropology, culture and
jersonality, genetic anthropology, comparative medical sysems, behavioral epidemiology,
niinan ecology, transcultural
psychiatry and ethnopsychiary, research methods, urban
inthropology, and individual
eading and research. The
Uroup plans to expand its curiculum in coming years with a
/iew of establishing a graduate
degree program.
The UCSF Group offers
several unusual opportunities
:o graduate and professional
school students throughout the
University ofCalifornia sys:em:
a) an interdisciplinary staff,
including anthropologists,
psychiatrists, epidemiologists, geneticists
b) training in anthropological techniques and concepts
for the understanding of
behavior in medical settings
c) participation in a wide
variety of behavioral research projects, both within
the medical setting and in
the wider community
d) close coordination with

other medical and behavioral science programs on both
the San Francisco and the
Berkeley campuses
c) a limited number of opportunities for research and
research training abroad,
through the University of
California International
Center for Medical Research and Training (UCICMRT), which maintains a
program in Malaysia.
Current regular staff of the
Group, and their major interests, are as follows: Joan
Ablon, Ph.D. Anthropology
(urban anthropology, ethnic
minorities, community mental
health); J. Falph Audy, M.D.
(human ecology, international
health); Carroll Brodsky,
M.D., Ph.D. Anthropology
(psychiatric anthropology, culture and mental health); M.
Margaret Clark, Ph.D. Anthropology (medical anthropology,
adult development and aging,
ethnopsychiatry, ethnic minorities); Frederick L. Dunn,
M.D. (medical anthropology,
epidemiology, international
health); Joseph Hartog, M.D.
(transcultural
psychiatry,
community psychiatry, epidemiology of mental disorders);
Christie W. Kiefer, Ph.D. Anthropology (East Asian cultures, culture and personality,
urban anthropology, ethnic
minorities); Lucile F. Newman, Ph.D. Anthropology(culture and personality, population <jy nam cs » urban an-

'

M.D. (genetic anthropology,
epidemiology): Majda T.
Thurnher, Ph.D. Anthropology (U.S. culture, adult development and aging, anthropology
of the life cycle). Affiliated
with the Group are: UC Berkeley anthropologists George M.
Foster, James Anderson, and
Ronald Maduro; and Kerry J.
Pataki, Ph.D., UC-ICMRT
Research Program in Malaysia.
Interested students should
request copies of the 1971-72
Announcement of the Graduate Division from the Registrar, or contact Group Chairman, Frederick L. Dunn, C/O
Department of International
Health.

731-1707:
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Program Development

The success ofprogram development for
family practice is heavily dependent on
leadership by local and State chapters of
the Academy of General Practice. I see a
number of areas wherein family physicians
can become vitally involved:
1. Involvement with nearest medical school
in planning for family practice training
objectives and methods.
2. Preceptorship programs as arranged
by nearest medical school and/or California Academic of General Practice.
3. Teaching in community hospitals
with residency and/or student programs in family practice.
Academy leadership is particularly important with the imminent passage of the
Yarborough-Rooney bill or an equivalent
bill. Such a bill calls for the allocation of
$225,000,000 over a three year period for
family practice training programs in medical schools and/or community hospitals.
This is a family practice bill, designed to
augment the nation's supply of family physicians. Academy leadership should be involved with medical schools for the resolution of such issues as the definition offamily medicine. For if "family medicine" is
defined in such broad terms as "primary
family care," such funds could be diverted
to the development of the multispecialty
approach to the primary care offamilies.
There has never been a time of greater
opportunity for the development of family
practice. There is a need for statesmanship
as well as leadership by family physicians.
We need both undergraduate and graduate
programs in family practice if we are to recruitand train sufficient physicians for family practice. Family physicians must earn
their place in academic work as they do in
practice by demonstrated competence. We
have much to offer medical schools in
terms of planning and operation of family
practice programs. But we have much to
learn from medical schools in terms of
teaching methods and program development. Our goal should be that 30 percent or
more of each graduating medical school
class selects family practice residency
training. The stakes are high, the challenge
is great, and the time is now.

thropology, infant care, mental

health); Nicholas L. Petrakis,*
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AGAPE IS AIRBORNE
After months of planning and struggling, the dream of a natural food store
serving the people at people's prices has come into reality. The hopes are
harvested; the people wil I be served.

COME AND PARTAKE OF THIS DREAM

AGAPE NATURAL FOOD CO.
599 Castro St. (at 19th St.) 626-3788
OPEN EVERY DAY 10-8
LUNCH SERVED 11-6 EVERY DAY

Agape, A Natural Revolution
!
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tSALEN INSTITUTE PRESENTS

INTRODUCTION TO
GESTALT THERAPY
WITH

IMS BRIEN and ELAINE KEPNER
IIURSMY, MAY 27, 8:00 to 10:30 P.M.
TOST UNITARIAN CHURCH, FRANKLIN ft GEARYSTS., S.F.
$3.00 GENERAL $2.00 STUDENT

CAL JET

ANNOUNCEMENTS

CHARTERS^

Europe 1971
AUSTRALIA & JAPAN

reliable
-__rt be missed by lower prices, investigate first! Fly with our
before you sign
Charier group Know the facts on your charter carrier
charter airline.
your application. Don't take a chance with an unknown

ROUND TRIP
315

(86 days)

117

(83days)
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|72days)

251

flOdays)
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(Mdays)

316

(93 days)
V

317
135

(29 days)

UC
125

(32 days)

ONE

-

oneway
oneway
oneway

818

'
OAKLAND to LONDON
AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND(SAT)
LA/OAKLAND to LONDON

Ret. Sept.

J
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oneway
oneway
onoway

-

.

$273,

"

Saturday, may 22

__*£»?',

1.7

SEMINAR: "Role of Active Sodium Transport in the Calorigenic Action of Thyroid Hormone," Faramarzlsmail-Beigi, M.D. 1364S CVRIII AM.

$179

Lv. June 18 $179'
Lv. June 24 $179
139
Lv. Sept. 2
Lv. Sept. 29 $139

Monday, may 24

*

Lv. July 27
Lv.Aug.s
Lv.Aug.lB

$179
$79

- -

-

-

NOON FILMS: Animated Films
"Duo"
"The Magic Machines"
"The Merry-GoRound Horse" Med. Sci. Aud. C.A.L.
ECOLOGY EXHIBIT: An.lnformation Center on health and ecology Noon to 5 PM in the
MU Gym Sponsored by the Second Year Class, UCSFSchool of Nursing.

$179

- EUROPE TO WEST COAST

-

—

Lv. June 27 $149
Lv. Aug. 24 $165
Lv. July 28 $175

Lv.SepUS
Lv. Oct. 23

Tuesday, may 25

$165
$175

-

SPECIAL ONE WAY OAKLAND TO NEW YORK
$85
Lv. June 15

oneway

OAKLAND to N.Y.(AAL)

252

(80 days)

TO LONDON
NEW YORK
LONDON

123

(62 days)

336

(69 days)

629

(47 days)

100

-

-

THE SERPENT: "Theatre of Man" brings this drama-in-the-round to Sausalito at 8:30
PM at the Sausalito Art Center, 630 Nevada St. off Bridgeway. Admission general
$3. student $1.50 further info. 282-7779.

$2
Ret. Sept. 1
Lv. Aug. 22 $259
Ret. Sept. 19

Ly. June

-

Friday, Saturday, may 21 - 22

$299

hVc™, i,
l«Be|J.B

Lv July 11
Ret. Aug. 8

-

$299

,

LONDON to LOS ANGELES(BMA)
LONDON toL.AVOAKLAND(BMA)
LONDON to OAKLAND (BRIT. AIR)
AMSTERDAM to L.A. (SAT)
LONDON to OAKLAND (BRIT. AIR)

oneway
one way

103

v. Jinn: 17

R

AMSTERDAM toOAKLAND/L.A.fSAT)
OAKLAND/L.A. to LONDON
LONDON toL.A./OAKLAND(BMA)
OAKLAND/L.A. to AMSTERDAM

ONE WAY
601
624
728
906

Ret. Auj. 26

$299'
,_•,

Lv.June2o
Ret. Aug. 26

OAKLAND to LONDON(TIA)
OAKLAND to AMSTERDAMOTA)
OAKLAND/L.A. toAMSTERDAMfTIA)
OAKLAND/L.A. to AMSTERDAM(AFA)
OAKLAND/L.A. to LONDON(BMA)
OAKLAND to LONDON (BRIT. AIR)
L.A./OAKLAND to AMSTERDAM (PIA)
OAKLAND to LONDON (FIN. AIR)

oneway
oneway
oneway

755

I

Lv. June 13 $299
Ret. Sept. 6
Lv. June 14. $299
Ret. Sept:4•£_/

WAY WEST COAST TO EUROPE

oneway

126
127
185
701

.

LOS ANGELES to LONDON
AMSTERDAM to LOS ANGELES(SAT)
OAKLAND to AMSTERDAM
AMSTERDAM to OAKLAND(TIA)

LOS ANGELES to LONDON
LONDON to LOS ANGELES(BMA)

oneway

917
253

■

Price

AMSTERDAMtoL.A./OAKLAND(AFA)

(29 days)

222

- WEST COAST TO EUROPE

OAXLANDlo LONDON
AMSTERDAM IoOAKLAND
OAKLAND lo AMSTERDAM
AMSTERDAM IoOAKLAND
OAKLAND/L.A. lo AMSTERDAM
AMSTERDAM lo L.A./OAKLAND

(87 days)

today, friday, may 21

NOON LECTURE:
"Rationale for the Use of Antihypertensive Drugs," Kenneth L. Melman
M.D., Chief, Division of Clinical Pharmacology, 989-M.
758-S
NEUROENDOCRINE COURSE: "The Control of Ovulation-11, Dr. Ernst Knobil
Dept. of Physiology (students enrolled for credit meet in discussion sections Fridays, 9 AM. 7585) 10AM.
NOON FAR OUT PROGRAN: "Sisters of the Ghetto" An outstanding vocal group. MU
Gym C.A.L.
Poitier, Ruby Dee, Claudia
EVENING MOVIG: "A Raisin in the Sun" starring Sidney
Mcd Sci Aud 7:30 PM gen. $1 students $.75 C.A.L. Friday Night
McNeil
Films.

NEW YORK to
LONDON to NEW YORK(LAL)
NEW YORK to LONDON
LONDON to NEW YORK (LAL)
NEW YORK to LONDON
LONDON to NEW YORK(LAL)

Lv. June 18 $189
Ret. Sept. 5
Lv. June 27 $189
Ret. Aug. 28
Lv. June 25 $189

L.A./SAN FRANCISCO to TOKYO (CPA)
TOKYO to SAN FRANCISCO/L.A.

Lv. June 23 $399
Ret. Aim 8

SEMINAR "CHRONIC DISABLING DISEASE A Challenge to the Delivery of Medical
Care," will be discussed by Daniel J. Feldman, M.D. This Health Services Research Seminar presentation will be from 4-6 p.m. in 317 HSE. Dr. Feldman Is
currently Clinical Professor of Medicine and Community Medicine at the University of California, Sari Diego, School of Medicine and was previously Director of
theDivisionof Rehibilative Medicine at Stanford Medical School.

Wednesday, may 26

Bet. Sept. 1

SPECIAL FLIGHTS TO JAPAN

CHRISTMAS FLIGHTS
901

(16days)

902

(16 days)

- 1971-2

OAKLAND/LA. to AMSTERDAM
AMSTERDAM toL.AVOAKLAND(TIA)
OAKLAND to NEW YORK
NEW YORK to OAKLAND(TIA)

-

Lv. Dec. 18 $249.
Ret. Jan. 2
Lv. Dec. 18 $139
Ret. Jan. 2

.These"Charter Flights are available only to students, faculty and staff of
the University of California, and members of their immediate families.
There are NO MEMBERSHIPFEES.
All flights via certificated airlines flying |et equipment Complimentary
mealsand beverages served in flight.
For Application a. Further Information write:
Cal Jet Charters
or cal (Am coda) 415
2150 Green Street
922-1434
y
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PHONOGRAPHY: CHANGES IN LAWS AND ATTITUDES: presented by the UC School
of Medicine, Dept. of Psychiatry Karl Bowman, M.D. Professor of Psychiatry,
Emeritus, Langley Porter Aud. 11-12 Noon.

Thursday, may 27
PANEL DISCUSSION on "Vietnam and the Rules ofWar" sponsored by The World Affairs Council of Northern California, at 8 p.m. in Fireman's Fund Auditorium, 3333
California Street, S.F. Members free. Non-members, $2.00 Advance reservations
requested 982-2541.

'
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of interest

ART EXHIBIT: Millberry Union

£SALEN INSTITUTE PRESENTS
AN EXPERIENCE WITH

BERNARD GUNTHER
AUTHOR OF "SENSE RELAXATION" AND THE
NEWLY PUBLISHED

"WHAT TO 00 TILL THE
MESSIAH COMES" ,

-

Japanese Woodblock Paints, courtesy Kabutoya Galleries, Tokyo. Gary Waldorf, polyester, resin &ink paintings on pressed plywood.
UC STUDENT LOBBY: is now in operation in Sacramento. The aim of this total effort is
to enable students, whatever theirviews, to participate in decisions which affect
their lives. The lobby can only act on matters likely to affect the University. You
can contact the student lobby by writing Richard Twohy, ASUC Legislative Counsel, 1107Ninth St., Sac-amento 95814.
GALLERIA DE LA RAZA: presents the works of Chilean photographer Alejandro Stuart,

included in the display are photographs of mural and street paintings of New
Chile and Brazillian barrios. The Galleria is located at 425 14th St. open wed. thru
sun. 1:00 6:00 PM the exhibit will run from april 30 may 28 sponsored by the
Chilean Embassy and admission is FREE further info 864-9194.
INDIVIDUAL AAMC MEMBERSHIPS FOR STUDENTS: Students may now join theAssociation of American Medical Collegesat the rate of $10 per year. As an individual
member the student is entitled to receive the Journal ol Medical Education. Data-

-

-

-

gram, a monthlypublication w
education, and the
rent information and brief an
ment programs and other dc
health professions. In additior
pate in the annual meeting, th
association. To join the AAM
Dupont Circle, N.W.. Washingt
SYNAPSE COPY AND SUGGESTION
readers comments, sugge:
SUGGESTION BOX now axis
suggestions and comments,!
forpublication can be left thei

to medical

—

SYNAPSE DEADLINE

for malarial is r

SPRING OUARTER FINANCIAL AID
office, 1550 HSE and must be |
THE AMERICAN FUND FOR DENTAI
the deadline for applications
vantaged Minority Students. /
at the following address: Suite
THE NEW YORK CITY URBAN CORF
nicipal government, offers a v
sands of students who are ii
wishesto participate in the pre
66-U here on the UCSF campi
June 7 but there is no applies

summer.

OEOACTIVITIES IN HEALTH CARE: i
ice of Economic Opportunity
health services. Under the Ec
able to initiate over 50 health c
try. The scope of their activitie
lowing documents. 1. OEO Ac
very Systems in Low-Income A
Health Center; 3. Office of Eco
prehensive Neighborhood Hea
and the Neighborhood Health
Health Service Program. They
Office of Health Opportunity, Vv
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL MEDICIN
CENTER, Bronx. New York 10'
first-year residency position in
July 1, 1971.At completion of t
cine (or Pediatrics).
Anyone with a straight medici
career with an emphasis on arr
is invited to contact us.

-

NATIONAL FORUM ON SEX AND DRI
may 22
$25 per person, s

-

94102.

WORKSHOP: "Theatre of Man" offers
Aye. Presbyterian Church,

—

1329

day evenings fee for 8 sessior
THEATRE LIGHTING CLASS: often
Wednesday evening 6:30 7:3(
Theatre, 609 Divisadero St. Ins

-

theatrical technician. FREE and
TWO-DAY SEMINAR: The adaptation c
heterosexual culture is the foci
State College. Spokesmen frorr
welfare representatives will part
tact theDowntown Center, 530F
DRAMA CLASSES offered by The San I
ferclasses in drama everyWedn
diately. Classes free and open l
2335.
CAL SAILING CLUB includes use of clv
students and family prnquarter
Inquire at Millberry Union Centr;

THURSDAY, JUNE 3,8:00 to 10:30P.M.

FIRST UNITARIAN

CHURCH, FRANKLIN A GEARY STS., S.F.

$3.00 GENERAL $2.00 STUDENT
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CHARTER FLIGHTS

,

EUROPE JAPAN ISRAEL

ANOUCEMTS

*»W

West Coast/London
London/West Coast
West Coast/London
LA; SF/Tokyo
East Coast/London

oneway
Round mp
/? o «,n _wP
*o«,n_

Wp

$150-$2OO
$150-$175
$225-$265
$400
$165

YEAR AROUND FLIGHTS ARE AVAILABLE
FOR FREE INFORMATION CALL FRANK AT
(282-0588) OR Redwood City(36s-8625)
EVENINGS (282-0588)
S.F. REPRESENTATIVE
OR WRITE:'
3762 20TH STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, 94110

_____

PLEASE MAILME FREE TRAVEL INFORMATION

:

NAME
fhich presents topical information and data related
Bulletin of the AAMC. The Bulletin provides curalysis of the unfolding aspects of federal governvelopments of vital concern to education and the
1, individual AAMC members are entitled to particile regional meetings, and all other activities of the
C. send for an application form from AAMC at 1
on, DC. 20036.
I BOX. The SYNAPSE would like to hear from its
stions, likes and dislikes. A SYNAPSE COPY AND
its in Millberry Union by the Central Desk. Your
letters to the Editor, announcements, and articles

—
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m-m, Monday, for Friday publication.

CHECKS are available in the student accounting
Dicked up immediately of they will be cancelled.
L EDUCATION has announced that July 1. 1971 is
for Dental Scholarships for Undergraduate Disadtpplications may be obtained by writing the AFDE
1630, 211 E. Chicago Aye., Chicago, Illinois 60611.
'S the nation's largest internship program for muvide variety of jobs assignments and places thoui need of financial assistance. Any student who
igram should consult the financial aid counselor in
js. The Summer Urban Corps program begins on
ation deadline
students can be placed in mid-

upcoming

:

—

fts part of its Community Action Program, the Off-

has initiated several programs of comprehensive
onomic Opportunity Act of 1966, OEO has been
:are demonstration projects throughout the couns and many of the details can be found in the foltivities in Improving Health Care and Health Deli-

,reas; 2. Healthright Programs/The Neighborhood
nomic Opportunity, Office of Health Affairs, Comilth Services Projects; 4. New Health Corporation
Center; 5. Bibliography and the Comprehensive
may all be ordered by writing to: Daniel R. Smith.
Washington, D. C. 20506.
IE OF MONTEFOIRE HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL
167, Telephone: (212) 920-5521, announces that a
i Social Medicine is now available to commence
he program, residents are Board Eligible in Medine internship who is interested in furthering his
ibulatory and comprehensive primary health care

classes

-

Home ofthe

BAGEL BURGER!!
V 4pound freshly ground
chuck char-broiled to
perfection. Served with meltedcheese on a genuine New
W
Be
PP d
with a ripe cherry tomato
and complimented with your
favorite garnishes. All this
and your choice of salad or
fries for only 85c!

-

I?.h. ril_?h '- !° !

-

To introduce you to the
gentle atmospher. tasty
,o °d. and sensible prices
at Ferdinand's, we'd like
you to have an Anchor or
Schl 2
*«" on us Just
show some UC 'acuitystudent, or staff ID.

"

-n 111110 nightly, till midnight Friday and Saturday
5020 GearyBlvd (off Park Presidio Blvd)
■

.

_■-I Charter Flights Europe 1971 I

———^
|
I
! LONDON 275. !■
SUMMER & FALL

-

IQS: offers course No. 102 Sexual Enrichment
iingle and couples further info 330 Ellis St., S.F.

-

workshop in the new theatre, meets at Seventh
7th Aye., S:F. at 7:30 from may 10 June 28, monis $35, or $5 per session. Further info 282-7779.
?d by Black Writers Theatre Workshop every
) PM effective may sth, classes held in Harding
tructor is Mr. Ernest Caldwell, poet, writer and
open to public further info 626-9542 or 558-2335.
if increasingly-liberal homosexual life styles to a
js
of the seminar, may 21 22 at San Francisco
i the Gay Liberation Movement, legal and social
icipate; college credit available, further info con'owell St., or call 469-1205.
Francisco Black Arts & Writers Workshop will oflesday evening, 7:30 -10:00 p.m. effective imme:o the public. For information: 626-9542 or 558-

-

-ib boats, tree lessons, cruises and parties. $12.50
year. $17.50 faculty and employees per quarter.
M Desk.

Elections

FERDINAND'S

THE RASCALS, GROOTNA and Grin will be at Fillmore West tonight through Sunday.
Next weekend Cold Blood, The Joy of Cooking and Sweathog w/ Frosty will appear. Coming up in the future will be Cat Stevens at the Berkeley Community
Theater, Wednesday, June 30 and August 12 Steven Stills will be at the Oakland
■'•"■. Coliseum.
THE dREATFUL DEAD, The New Riders of the Purple Sage. James and the GoodBrothers and R. J. Fox will stage a musical gathering of the clans at Winterland Arena.
Friday and Saturday, May 28 and 29. Lights will be by Heavy Water. A special reduced price of $2 will be charged.Tickets will be on sale at Fillmore West box office each show night until they are sold out.
DEPT. OFPSYCHIATRY "The Transient Organic Brain Syndrome (Uremia) from Inside Out" with H. Harrison Sadler, M.D. Associate Clinical Professor of Psychiatry; Chad H. Calland. M.D., Assistant Clinical Professor. Regional Medical Program; U. C. Medical Center. On June 2 from 11 a.m. to 12 noon in Langley Porter
Auditorium. Dept. of Psychiarty.
"ANXIETY CRISIS IN YOUNG ADULTS: LIFE STYLE AND RECOVERY with Marjorie
Raskin, M.D., Asst. Clinical Prof, of Psychiatry; UCSF from 11 to 12noon on June
9 in Langley Porter Auditorium. Dept. of Psychiatry.
INTERDISCIPLINARY WEEKEND PROGRAM "Body Language:Translating the Nonveral Message," June 19 and 20 at the UC Extension Center, 55 Laguna St.. San
Francisco. Outstanding researchers in psychology and anthropology will discuss
the range and significance of nonverbal elements in human communication, as
well as the aesthetic, healthy and inhibited manifestations of body language.
Program sessions scheduled for 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday and Sunday in the
lecture hall at the Extension Center. The registration fee is $40. Further details
may be obtained 861-5452.

on tap 35c

on tap 40c

freebies
POISON INFORMATION chart for home use can be obtained from Health Tips, California Medical Association (CMA), 693 Sutter Street, San Francisco 94102.
REFERENCE DATE ON SOCIOECONOMIC ISSUE OF HEALTH 1971:a 96 page booklet

published by the American Medical Association's Center for Health Services
Research and Development includes data which have been selected from various
publications of the AMA, the American Hospital Association, Health Insurance
Institute, and the US Government, are arranged into clearly defined sections
concerned with characteristics of the US population, morbidity and mortality statistics of the US population, characteristics of health services delivery system.
Information is up to date, clearly indexed, and accurate. Copies of the booklet
maybe obtained free of charge: AMA's Center for Health Services Research and
Development, 535 North Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois 60610.
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135.
ONE-WAY

MANY FLIGHTS TO CHOOSE FROM

THESE FLIGHTS ARE OPEN TO STUDENTS, FACULTY. STAFF,
EMPLOYEES AND THEIR IMMEDIATE FAMILY
FOR SCHEDULES,CALL OR WRITE

■
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996 MARKET ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103
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irresponsibility in
higher places?
by Gene Poon

Biochemical extractions re-

quire an exacting blend of
knowledge, experience, and
timing.

In an apparent show of irresponsibility, the National Board
of Dental Examiners has decided to crucify two UC students
on the basis of numerical statistics alone.
The Board, which is responsible for administering tests for
the certification of every dentist and hygienist in the nation,
apparently discovered correlations between the test responses of the two students involved, and decided that such
correlations were ample proof that the two students had been
involved in collusion during the examination.
It is not the policy of this editor that dishonesty is to be
condoned; however, -from the following information which
has been received, it is clear that the charges of the National
Board should have been further investigated before they were
levied upon their victims:
I:The sole indication of possible guilt was a number of
questions on which both students involved selected the same
wrong answer out of a possible four choices.
2. Similar correlations have been known to have occurred
between students who, for reasons of far-apart seating arrangements, could not have engaged in communication during an examination.
3. No indication has been given by the proctor of the examination that there was any collusion going on.
4. It has been reported that during long sections of the
parts of the exam in question, the proctor himself was seated
behind the implicated students.
The following further information adds to the outrageousness of the entire situation (and part of the blame here lies
with the school of Dentistry rather than the National Board):
1. In any criminal action, the accussed are assured the right
of being told of the charges against them; in this instance the
administration of the School merely confronted the accused
and demanded a confession.
2. In normal proceedings the accused are considered innocent before being proven guilty. In this case the students involved are being considered automatically guilty, and since the
National Board scores were not reported to the State Board of
Dental Examiners by the May 16 deadline, there was serious
doubt as to whether the students, even if proven innocent,
could be licensed in the State ofCalifornia.
3. The mean of proving who is guilty if indeed anyone is
reeks of inequity and may, in actuality, be illegal. The accused will retake the parts ofthe exam involved; and the one
who gets either more wrong answers, or has a poorer correlation with the original exam, will be adjudged guilty; if there is
no appreciable difference between the two exams, BOTH will
be determined as being guilty.
4. The National Board has refused to disclose what means
of statistical analysis will be used to decide whose professional career is to be destroyed. Indeed, a statistician here at
UC has stated that it is doubtful whether any statistical analysis of such a retest could be called valid.
As an arm of a professional organization (the American
Dental Association) the National Board is exempt from
providing the Constitutional guarantees that even the most
heinous criminal is assured. It is therefore incumbent upon
the National Board and the School of Dentistry that the rights
of the involved individuals be protected. The destruction of a
career is nothing to be taken lightly; and to perpetrate such
an offense through the exclusive use of computer statistics,
in the absence of any corroborating evidence, is obviously an
act of negligence. And when such an act is accompanied by a
failure to inform the accused of their transgression, and an
outrageous and rediculous means of determining guilt, the
entire affair can only be described as an instance of irresponsibilty in high places. In the words of one UC faculty member,
"This would be ludicrous, that the National Board could stick
its neck out so far on such sketchy evidence; but when people's carerrs are involved, it seems very sick indeed."

—

-

pbhotil/souewln.
The 1971 Dean's Award for Graduate Research and the $75 prize given by the Graduate Student Association was won by Loren Pickart for a paper entitled "A peptide which stimulates
oxidative metabolism and lipid synthesis in normal and transformed hepatocytes." This paper
was then entered in the national competition and presented at the Student American Medical
Association University of Texas Medical Branch at Galveston, Texas on April 22-24,1971 and
won the Gip A. Hudson Award for the best paper relating to the liver plus a prize of $100. Mr.
Pickart is working on a Ph.D in Biochemistry; his research advisor is Dr. M. Michael Thaler of
the Department of Pediatrics. Loren is active in the Graduate Student Council, the Synapse,
and the Huguenot Liberation Front.

-

Articles and announcements for this section of the Synapse may bo
submitted to Gene Poon, Dent. 111, no later than one week before the
date of issue.
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ASUC-SPONSORED
FLIGHTS
TO
AMSTERDAM
.
—,
I
Flight

B
C
D

From

Oakland

Oakland
Oakland

To

Amsterdam

Amsterdam

Amsterdam

Depart Return

July 2

Price

Sept 11 $275

July 5 Aug 27 $270
Sept 5 One wayslls

Carrier

O.N.A.Jet
O.N A Jet
T.I.A. Jet

Many other European flights to choose from. One to Africa, tool

Also complete information on intra European flights and student Eurailpass.
International student I.D.'s available for only $1.00

—

ASUC Cal Charter Flights ASUC Box Office
The Student Union
642-3126

When you really decide to go, choose the reliable one—ASUC Cal Chart

-
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eop benefit a success
On Saturday evening, May

1 st, a special fund-raising concert for student aid was given
in the Medical Sciences Auditorium which those who attended are still talking about. It
was one of those rare events
when the performers and the
audience really connected.
For three hours the hall
swung to the sounds of a new
San Francisco group called the
Irresistibles. Two talented
young singers, Connie Jones
and Lonnie Young, and guitarist Howard Trumbo were featured.
The benefit was the result of
the efforts of a new Educational Opportunity Program Committee which was formed to
assist in raising much needed
funds for student aid. The May
1 concert was its first effort
and was a whopping success:
approximately $850 was realized plus an as yet undetermined amount from a payroll
deduction solicitation made by
Chuck Story to the audience.
Since the Regents provide
matching funds on a 5 to 1 basis for every dollar raised, the
final total will provide a sizable
contribution to student aid.
The new EOP Committee is
chaired by Dave Johnson of
the Campus Personnel Office.
In addition, it includes: Bob
Anderson, Medical student;
Jim Barrett, Personnel; Dave
Batcho, Accounting; Delmar
Booker, Personnel; Donnia
Brown, ASUC; Darlene Carter, Student Services; Muriel
Cook, Dentistry; Pat Diridoni,
Medicine; Georganne Donald-

son, Student Affairs; Wilbur

Dillman, RDL. Pat Hanggi,
Chancellor's Office; Bill Hamilton, pharmacy student; Rosmary Johnson, Radiology; Althea Polin, nursing student;
Jane Stevenson, Medicine;
Connie Thompson, Student
Affairs; Lonnie Young, Proctor Foundation. The Committee plans other similar kinds of
fund raising events for the future. Members of the campus
community who wish to be a
part of the committee and its
activities should contact Dave
Johnson, extension 2689.
For those of you who were
not among the 3SO or so people
in the audience the night of the
concert, two of the performers
Connie Jones and Howard
Trumbo can be seen weekends at the Cock's Inn, 3110
Fillmore Street near Lombard.
Connie (Mrs. Howard Trumbo) is a lady with a lot of soul
and we think she is going
places. Howard is a guitarist of
extraordinary talent, in the tradition of Wes Montgomery.
Lonnie Young, in addition to
being a fine singer, is a lab
technician in the Proctor Foundation. In addition to Howard
Trumbo, the Irresistibles consists of John Adams, organ; Jerry Blair, bas guitar; and Jerry
Rollins, drums. Drummer Jerry Rollins is on the staff of the
Photography and Projection
Division of CORT.
Judging by the ovation the
entire group received at itsfirst
campus concert, you will probably hay an opportunity to see
and hear them again here
sometime in the future.
DJ.

-

FAN LETTERS
campus tourists and visitors
by

H.E. Thelander, M.D.

The lobby of the Medical
Science building, often is
crowded with strangers,
children, young adults, foreigners with cameras slung
over their shoulders, or sedate physicians with name
tags intent on viewing exhibits in the corridors.
San Francisco is a tourists
Mecca, it is a convention city
and it is the gateway to the
Pacific. This Campus has the
only Medical School in the
city. It is a tourists attraction.
Children from the grades and
the High Schools get part of
their practical training by visiting this Campus. Foreign
professional tours are often
requested and individual
doctors "drop in" to see it
when pausing in the city between planes. In addition
there are numerous guests of
Departments or individuals in
a Department. All of which
adds up to considerable tourist traffic. How is this
handled?
Prowling the Campus can
be as interesting as doing it

-

-

in London, Paris, Rome or
Moscow. The Campus is fortunate in having well trained
and enthusiastic guides in
the Volunteer Department.
The childrens tours are generaly arranged by Mr. Charles
W. Story, headquarters 66U,
or one of his able assistants.
A tour schedule is made out
in advance. As an example on
May 18 twenty five students
from Lowell High School
Department of physiology
visited surgery, microbiology
and the pathology museum.
The tour was conducted by
Mildred Sauls assisted by
department personnel varying from medical students to

to have faculty members participate part of the time. Most

members of the faculty live
with a tight agenda and may
find it difficult to devote adequate time to the group. In a
discussion of "visitors to the
Campus" at a Board meeting
of the Alumni-Faculty, it was
the consensus that members
ot the Emeritus Staff and retired or part-time personnel
might be willing to assist. By
the time a professor retires
he should be well steeped in
the traditions of the school
and find pleasure in projecting the merits of the institution to visitors.

Chiefs.
The other tours are arranged through the Volunteer office, Betty Cunningham as co-ordinator. They
have an informative Brochure and excellent guides.
Professional groups, expecially physicians, frequently,
pose medical questions that
the guides would like to refer
to a doctor. When requested,
in advance ufWSiTfTThade

:

Eventually the campus
should have a visitors bureau
and a Hospitality House but
in the mean time the Alumni
Faculty Office in Millberry
Union, 666-1471, Carlotta
Palmer, secretary, will help
when ever possible, to supply
the guides of the. Volunteer
office and the Student affairs
office with medical help, if
and when Department personnel find it difficult to participate. -"-""

international night
(

May 16,1971-Witha leap
Over 2,000 frogs competed i
of 17 feet, 9 and 3/4 inches, a during the weekend at Angels ]
lady frog named Susie Q Camp in the Mother Lode
jumped up and away with first Country. They represented 10 ]
place honors in the annual Ca- foreign countries, 19 governors i
|
and 36 mayors.
Susie Q was one of ten
croakers entered by Bill Mon- ]
iz, 61, a dairy engineer of Gus- ■
tine. Moniz raises frogs as a [
hobby and houses them in a
special frog hotel. The frogs
train on flies, hamburger and
laveras County Jumping Frog bread crumbs.
Sunday's final competiition
Jubilee.
Second place went to a frog climaxed four days of eliminanamed Squirt who jumped 17 tion heats sponsored by the
Calaveras County.
feet even.

'

tricia contest
Tricia Contest
c/o Synapse
No photo enclosed —I
don't look anything like Tricia Nixon. But seeing that
you need at least 111 entries
to distribute your prizes, my
chances of winning a "I Like
Tricky Dick" button are good.
No further comments on
political, philosophical, or
except
other-wise beliefs.
contest idea is very cute. Ha
Ha.
See, some people do read
everything in the Synapse.
Hazel Urn
San Francisco
Editor's note: See the classified ads for details of this

..

contest.

"thank you
PT students"
The workshop arranged by
the Physical Therapy students on Thursday, May 13,
for all Nursing students was a
fantastic idea. Those Nursing
students who went learned
alot not only about massage,
body mechanics, positioning,
and ambulating, but also
about the benefits of working
together with other members
of the health team. There is
no better place to learn this
lesson than in school.
Thanks for the enjoyable,
educational evening!

Dear Sir,
I am sure none could have
eschewed gaping at the colorful poster of 'International
night', conveying an overwhelming sense of thumping
internationalism, that appeared last week on the Medical center walls. I, like several others fell a prey to the
gorgeous display and awaited the opporuntity with
inexplicable avidity.
To be candid, the first step
I took into the Milberry union
lounge that evening has
undoubtedly capsized my
idea of an international night.
The scattered and ill-organized chairs arranged in the
scanty space of M.U. lounge,
and witnessing the poor wellprepared artist performing
on the same elevation of the
rest of the floor under a dim
light and a feeble microphone have left behind an
invincible feeling of agony in
me. I am sure that the participating associations have

spent considerable amount

of their precious time in deciding over the best part of
their culture and fine arts
their fellow beings should be
exposed to. Needless to state
that the efforts of artists to
chisel the best of their forgotten hobbies would even be
more time consuming-only to
find themselves among a set
of reluctant spectators displeased by the botched up
arrangements. Consequently, no wonder there was more
a feeling of compulsion and
etiquette than joy in the ovation. The audience were perCharleen Bernauer haps bemused even more
and other when they were asked to
First Year Nursing Students move to another place be-

cause one group could not Bearing this vanquished

perform in the closet space
of M.U: lounge!. Lack of either time, facilities or funds
could hardly be convincing
as an explanation to anyone
that observed the spacious
gymnasium withthe beautiful
chairs lying idle along the
wall, or the dusted curtain
enclosing the dark dias!. The
hunch that there is a sense of
reluctance wriggling in the
minds of the organizers ratherthan the feeling of "honoring" (Synapse, May 14, 1971,
Page 4, 'announcements')
the foreign students is inescapable on recollecting the
experiences of last year.

hope of finding improvement
with experience, oupled with
the meager candour involved, I am beginning to
wonder about the feasibility
of finding any response from
the foreign students to participate in this wild project of
spending the surplus money
in future!.
Thanks to the cooks, delicious food was there forming
supper for those attending
the Friday night movie (a
conflict of interest) that evening.

-K.R. Rao
Biochemistry
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classified Ads
Synapse, serving the entire UCSF campus community and affiliated hospitals, is published weekly by the Associated Students. Classified advertisements will be accepted free-of-charge for the
month of May I. Ads should be typed and either
mailed or hand delivered to Synapse, c/o Millberry Union Central Desk, University of California,
San Francisco 94122. Sorry, no ads oyer the
phone. Deadline for the classified section is Monday for Friday publication. Unless otherwise specified, ads will run in one issue only.

Q & A
"Should there be more grass
on cambus?"

Jeff Greenberg,Dental Student II
"Could you clarify that? Sure. I don't know
what I'm commilijig my selftoo."

Bob Christinas, Assistant Director,

employment

ER.needed for growing campus
weekly
the Synapse. Experience
preferred but not necessary. Will
train. Must be willing to devote 20
hours weekly to position on a regular
basis. Pays $130 month for expense.
account and 10% commission on all Desk.
display ads sold. Send resume to
Synapse, c/o Millberry Union Central
}esk,( University of California, San PIANO LESSONS: Enthusia-i.c
young pianist to teach piano at any
Francisco. California 9-1 v>
stage to childmnnradults. 221-9451.
..'..
—-—»
Full-Time working mother needsii—
child,care tor 2 yr. old boy in Rich- Run away from home and join the
mondDist., preferred. Evenings 387- circus. 135 BeulahSt $75 a month.
-4623; Day 922-2219, Mrs. Lonnie PIANO LESSONS-Give your child a
Zwerin.
headstart in music. Specially prepared programmed course for young
MEN
children who are justlearning to play
Tired of all the hassle of Medical is now available. Course presented
School Sick of the bureauracy that via cassette tape player and booklet
stands between you and where the Like having an expert teacher in your
action is& Disgusted with establish- home every day: Day—666-1085,
ment Doctors' Fees. If relevant mv'- Evening—7ss-3913, Philip Seyer.
olvement is what you're after, THE B.M.E.MA.
ARMY WANTS TO JOIN YOU. Work
for a sensible salary 'up front' where |DISPLAY UNITS Available for Rentthe action is. Contact your army re- ing Have you noticed the interestcruiter. Machine gun experience ing bulletin display at the Medical
preferred but not reauimd.
iSciences Lobby which is sponsored
II
'■"■"'" l by the International Hotel Health
Project? Putting up the display was
made possible through the cooperation of some generous and imaginaFOR SALE: TYPEWRITER-Smith tive friends of the project. These colCorona, portable-brandnew-elite orful and versatile display units are
never used-must sell-purch. price available for renting at reasonable
$130. Accept reas. offer. 992-5383.
prices. Proceeds-will go to the Inter——i—i national Hotel Health project fund.
FOR SALE: 180 cc's of nearly new, For more information, please call
liberating, two-wheeled, open-air Modesta Orque at 861-9790 or Kathy
transportation. Recommended for Mori at 921-6048.

-

..-
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"Are you talking about green grass 0r...?
Answer to whatever kind ofgrass you're talking
about is 'yes."

......

.,'

_

'

Out-patient

.-

_..
i ____—_——»—..
FREE: classified ads in the Synapse
for the month of May. Three-line ads
will be placed free in the'Synapsebring your ad to Synapse c/o Millberry Union Central Desk or drop it
in the Synapse suggestion/copy box
located to the right of MU Central

.ADVERTISING/BUSINESS MANAG-

,

clinics

personal

_.

-

for sale

Kathy Mat Millan, Pharmacy II

"Do you mean by lawns? or otherwise? It
would be nice to have lots of green grass. The
other, kind of grass? i didn't know there was that
little."

,

*

Buffering students, underpaid workers, and rich doctors. Electric start
and turn signals. Call Rodney, 1943.

Paul Abdallah, M.D. Resident, Medicine
"You mean legal or what? There should be no
restriction on the researcher to study mariguana
but I'd recommend that the laws on campus be
the same as the laws in the community. What
people want to do in their own homes is thenown business."

x

|JKE NEW - Koss "DiagnosSc dytoS-

INFORMATION WANTED: During

ogy' Second Edition. Boqk ptore
prute $27.50 plus tax. Sale, price
119 sQc* Q»y E_OQ»

-'

PHOTOGRAPHS MAKE GREAT
GIFTS! SEE THE CURRENT DISPLAY AT MOFFITT HOSPITAL LOBBY. THEY ARE MODESTLY PRICED
AND WILL BE UP DURING ALL OF
MAY.

Art Lim., Pharmacy 111
"Yes, Definitely. Anything else?"

-

m

BOOK SALE 65 books-25c each; 45

-

-

$1.00 ea.; 12 50c $7.50 each.
Psych., soc.. nsg.. etc. 2 blocks from

U.C. 661-7196.
STAINED GLASS windows perin the style of
sonally designed
Victoriarva. Art Nouveau, Alchemy or
etc. Guaranteedto cure eyesores.
Arthur Hoffman. 826-6045 evenings.
SEEKING MUSICIANS interested in
•
playing chamber works. Patricia
FORSA_E.2Bozak2llspqrsatsBo
Harre.Pianist 922-0572.
Bookcases, books, desks, table:.,
records etc. cheap. 731-3966.
FOR SALE Tuxedo, size 37 brand Tricia Nixon Look-A-Like Contest If
new. Examination and folding masyou are often told that you remind
sage tables, both padded. Very reas. people of Tricia Nixon, then this is
the contest for you. GRAND PRIZE:
221-8526 (eves.)
One week in Disneyland or Two
FOR SALE 62 Austin-Healy 3000 MX weeks in Langley Porter. 10 second
II Cherry condition $900/best offer. prizes: White House tour at winners'
Call Jim 282 7146Ca1l Jim 282 7146
convenience. 100 third prizes: T like
a Tricky Dick'buttons for you or your
'68 Fiat 124 4 door sedan 27.000 friends.
'66 VW To enter contest, just send a photo
miles. $900 or best Offer
bug 57.000 miles. $700call 681-9495. of yourself and a statement of your

—

Stan Post, Dental Student IV
"I presume you're talking about lawn. Yes, we
have to have a place to sit down. It would be nice

■

at noon."

■

■

—HI-

-

-

Thomas F. Leo, M.D.,Los Gatos
"I don't spend much time on this campus and
I don't know how much grass there is. I took
your meaning to be that You're speaking about

marijuana. And, we can't say yet whether marijuana is going to be as safe as alcohol for people.
It may be safer than tobacco. We don't know
whether it will cause as much bronchitis or lung
cancer as tobacco is causing. The day may come
when smoking marijuana will no longer be a misdemeanor except perhaps while driving a car."

Beth Albietz, Graduate Nursing Student
"In what sense? To make it available in vending machine stands? Or make it available surreptitiously? Whether there should be or not, there
is more here than certain people might want to be
aware of."

'
-

April 30, or May 1-2.1971. two boxes
of microscope slides vanished from
a hall locker in the 6th floor of the
School of Dentistry. They are black
in color, approximately 7" x 9" x 1 W
thick, and are labeled "UC Dent Anat
100" and "UC Dent Anat 85". They
are worth $350 apiece, and the students involved willbe responsible
for replacing them if they are not
RETURNED (anyone else, of course,
they are for all practical purposes
worthless). Anyone having any information about them should please
call 666-2309. If you have the slides,
please return them and no questions
will be asked. They are worth nothing to you; but could be very expensiveto someone else.

-

■ political and philosophical beliefs (in

bilow.

phots/ueln

25 words or less) to TRICIA CONTEST c/o Synapee, UC McdCenter.

lost and found

-

FOUND: an answer to your money _jgp^___a_-aßß_^_____________~__H____M_____H___n
problem. Sell your old textbooks,
wanted
car. clothes, furniture, household
t items for CASH. Mam the Synapse •-■■-'------------•-•-■^■■-■■■_______H___i_n___M__H____*
clas_fied freefor thw month.
WANTED TO BUY: used dental instruments including electric motor
and drills. 527-7772.
..!_.

.rentals wanted-.
■ I

l

Apt Wanted: *iv Rewara... for Apt.
At least 2Rms under $12S/mo. Relieble single girl. Call Ellen 776-1663.

WANTED

-

someone to teach selfhypnosis to medical studentfor reasonable fee. PhoneDavid 661 -6904

